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Let’s embark on a journey into the deep, navigating the tides of time to an era where  
the regal echoes of Marine Blue first reverberated. Picture the expansive seas. On its wild and 
unpredictable surface, the British Royal Navy donned uniforms dyed with a concoction of 
indigo and black for the first time in the 18th century. Originally, this vibrant shade emerged 
from the crucible of naval tradition. However, it wasn’t long before its allure transcended the 
confines of military attire, gracefully marching into the realm of civilian fashion and life.

Artists and designers inspired by the sea’s majesty – and the men who tamed it – began 
incorporating Marine Blue into their masterpieces. Before long, the colour adorned the walls 
of opulent palaces, enhancing the radiance of golden ornaments and stucco to an even greater 
extent. The elegant visitors of these halls found favour in this colour for their dresses – not 
only for its deep, mysterious allure, but also for its practicality. Concealing stains and dirt, 
Marine Blue was a pragmatic choice for attire of all kinds. Until today, it stands as a perennial 
classic – a neutral canvas that effortlessly intertwines with various colours and styles.  
From formal suits to casual denim, it possesses a timeless charm that refuses to fade.

As we venture into the realms of design and interior architecture, Marine Blue Premier Matt 
reveals its transformative power. We created a hue that imparts sophistication and tranquillity, 
gracing spaces with a sense of depth and elegance. Just as the sea cradles the secrets of  
the world, Marine Blue Premier Matt cradles the essence of refined living, a silent narrator  
of fantastic tales written in waves and whispered by the wind, mysterious and powerful,  
yet serenely calm.

Marine Blue Premier Matt truly comes into its own when paired with weathered wood  
textures reminiscent of the planks on naval ships, paying homage to the proud origin of this 
distinguished colour. A combination with light hues makes its depths become even deeper  
and its riches even richer.
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Background information: 
RENOLIT Marine Blue Premier Matt is a deep ocean blue that  
signifies power and sophistication. Developed to meet this  
continuing trend in interior design, blue is a serene colour that 
often represents calmness and reliability.  

Characteristics:
RENOLIT Premier Matt is produced using an innovative Physical 
Surface Treatment (PST) to create a superior matt appearance.

Application:
Kitchens
Interior Furniture

Perfectly combined with:
Premium White Premier Matt 
Oak ENDgrain Delight Synchro 
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Premium White Premier Matt
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Delight Synchro


